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Traveling America (XIX)1

Report One: The Northern Montana Landscape and the Silver Dollar Bar  

May 21-24, 2022 

It’s been quite a while since Your on the Street Reporter filed a Traveling America 
report. March 2018 was the last one. My lapse is due to working on other projects and curtailing 
my travels because of the pandemic and my aging body. All of us have likely been waiting for 
COVID and its relatives to go away, adhering to the old saying, “Disease will have its course.” 
But those pesky viruses, like their forebearers, are mutating and will continue to mutate.  

There’s another saying that might be appropriate for these times: “What can’t be cured 
must be endured.” We can inoculate ourselves until we resemble dart boards, but viruses will 
always be one step ahead of us. The situation is akin to lawmakers approving a bill to address a 
problem that has already taken place. How can lawmakers pass a law against something that has 
not yet shown itself? They can’t. How can we create a vaccine for a virus that is not yet in 
existence? We can’t.  

I’m at the point where I’ll risk COVID fever in order to combat my cabin fever. So off 
we go---me physically, you virtually---to visit several historic sites and museums near where 
Holly (Reporterette) and I live in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho.  

Figure 1 shows the route of our short but greatly enjoyable four-day journey. Starting in 
Coeur d’Alene, we traveled into Montana for the next three days. We’ll use this map in the four 
reports of Traveling America (XIX) to aid in exploring this part of America.   

Figure 1. Museum historic site visits in northern Montana.  

The round-trip journey was about 900 miles, easily navigable in three days, and leaving 
plenty of time for sightseeing. Plus, the drive itself is a visual vacation from urban landscapes. 
Figure 2 shows photos of typical scenes we encountered during this trip. The 900 miles of 
scenery were not all like these views, but well over half of our highway time was spent driving 
through landscapes such as those shown in the photos.  

1 Unless noted otherwise, all pictures, photos, and graphics are from this writer or Bing.com.
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Figure 2. Getting there is, at least, half the fun.  

During the times we were motoring on flat landscapes, there was usually a beautiful 
range of mountains in the background for us to view. As I have written in past Traveling  
America reports, I never saw a mountain of any consequence (only slight rises in the terrain) 
until I was in my teens; and then, only for a short treat as my dad sped down the highway to 
reach our destination.  

The Llano Estacado of America’s southwest plains, where I grew up, is magnificent in its 
own way. It is also flat as a pancake for thousands of square miles. These three days gave me a 
much-needed mountain-fix. A pleasure that is rarely experienced surely intensifies on those 
occasions when it is experienced.   

Figure 1 shows a dollar sign ($) on the line representing our route. It depicts the location 
of the Silver Dollar Bar, which is located 16 miles east of the Idaho-Montana border.  

 The bar/store/motel is named for the 
large collection of silver dollars on display in 
the bar. According to placards in the gift 
shop, the collection started in 1952 when 
Gerry and Marie Lincoln began collecting 
silver dollars. It is a family-owned enterprise 
and the ownership is now fourth generation.  

Reporterette and I spent a couple hours at the place, where we had lunch, marveled at the 
silver dollars, and window-shopped in the huge gift shop. I am happy to report that, as a 
recovering addict of T-shirt consumption and a member in good standing of T-shirt Anonymous, 
I passed by scores of enticing T-shirts without the slightest temptation to imbibe in a purchase. 

Figure 3. The Silver Dollar Bar.
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Figure 4 shows three photos of the Silver Dollar Bar facilities. The left picture is a 
display of the dollars on a wall of the bar. The middle picture depicts that each dollar in the 
exhibit is identified by its donor and the donor’s home.  

Donor? According to the waiter/bartender, a person can contribute a silver dollar, plus 
pay a fee to have his/her dollar admitted into the collection. In turn, the establishment will mount 
the coin in a display, as shown in Figure 4. Reporter and Reporterette were not keeping notes, 
but we recall the price entailed the donor paying five dollars in order to give away another dollar. 
This situation reminds me of America’s trade relationship with China.  

The right photo in Figure 4 shows that 81,497 silver dollars have been collected by the 
Silver Dollar Bar owners. Thus, the 50,000 coins that are advertised by the place is quite modest. 
If the 81,497 figure is up-to-date, the revenue gained from this system has been $407,485 
(81,497 x 5). Of course, the initial collection efforts by the owners likely did not have this 
practice established, but it is fair to say the operation isn’t pocket change.  

The gift shop has one counter devoted to the display of silver dollars, as shown in the left 
photo of Figure 5. The counter clerk informed me some silver dollars are worth more than others, 
depending on their age and rarity.  

The center photo in Figure 5 shows one tray of several that contained the rattles of rattle 
snakes. I was drawn to this display because, as a youth, I was a dedicated collector of rattle snake 
rattles. At the prime of my collection, I recall I had some twenty rattles, all collected from the 

Figure 4. In for a dime, in for a silver dollar. 

Figure 5. Gift shop merchandise.  
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shedding of rattle snake skin on our ranch. My favorite rattle had twelve segments of rattles, 
which I later learned was a relatively larage number of rattles.  

A clerk came over, the same one who assisted me during my examination of the antique 
silver dollars.  

Reporter: “Do you sell many of these rattles?” 
Clerk, “Oh yes, they are very popular, especially with the kids.” 
I wanted to ask her how the store acquired the rattles and if they were in the trading 

business…like trading a silver dollar for a rattle, or vise-versa. But I noticed Reporterette seemed 
intently focused on another sales item, so I left the rattle snake rattle counter to check-out what 
had gained her interest.  

It is shown in the right photo of Figure 5: two crossed pistols arching over the statement: 
“We don’t dial 911.” Obviously, it’s a display touting that guns will allow the gun bearer to do 
his/her own 911 mediation when confronted with a gun shooter.  

I’m a proponent of the right for a citizen to buy and use a gun. I grew up with guns and 
used them often on targets or small game for our ranch cats. I am not in favor of anyone buying 
an AK-47 for the ostensible reason of shooting a deer.  

One proposed solution is to just arm everyone. Hm, even eight-year old kids in grade 
school?  

Anyway, would you consider the Silver Dollar Bar a museum? I think it is, one that 
specializes in a single display. Many museums around the globe specialize in one subject. I’ve 
visited some of them: a museum about salt, one about sewing, one about sex, and others.  

In contrast to these one-item displays, our next visit is to a museum that seems to display 
just about anything we can imagine. So, on to Report Two.  
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Traveling America (XIX) 
Report Two: Polson, Montana and the Miracle of America Museum 

The area where Holly and I live in Idaho, Coeur d’Alene/Hayden, is one of the fastest 
growing parts of America. Ten years ago, I could drive to the local UPS store in around 15 
minutes. It now takes a half-hour. The incursion of former Californians---bringing income from 
selling their expensive homes---has disrupted the former low-key lifestyle up here, as well as 
creating a sudden building boom of pricey homes.  

I don’t blame these people for moving. Los Angeles is a morass of congested freeways. I 
dread driving them. San Franciso has priced its real estate so high that the city has become an 
exclusive enclave, while the less affluent find themselves on the streets living in tents. Illegal 
immigration has turned the average citizen’s attitude toward government from one of silent 
acceptance to one of open hostility.  

If I had an ounce of influence in politics in northern Idaho, I would mount a campaign to 
divert the California migrants from Coeur d’Alene to an equally attractive area up here: Polson, 
Montana. It has all the attractive features of the Idaho panhandle, and (thus far) it has not 
experienced a huge influx of California interlopers, although its beauty has been attracting 
newcomers.  

As the left photo in Figure 1 shows, the city has a rural setting. It is located next to 
Flathead Lake, shown in both photos of Figure 1. The lake is approximately 30 miles (48km) 
long and in some places, 16 miles (26 km) wide. It covers 197 square miles (510 km). 

So, any Californians who are thinking of moving to Idaho: Don’t, too many Californians 
are here already. Montana’s mountains and lakes await you! 

Figure 1. Polson and Flathead Lake.  

After paying a call on two of our friends, who were displaying their beautiful bronze 
sculptures at an art shop, we took a drive around town, then paid a call on the Miracle of 
America Museum (Figure 2). It is aptly named, as the museum has a miraculous collection of 
exhibits. After visiting the first room of artifacts, and learning what was in store for us, we 
commented to each other that we could spend many hours here and not take in all the exhibits. 
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As seen in Figure 2, the 
space around the museum 
buildings contains some of its 
exhibits. They are arranged like 
the exhibits inside the buildings: 
organized randomness. Next to 
the old jet plane at the bottom 
right of the photo is an old truck, 
which is next to an old tractor, 
which is next to an old merry-go- 

round, which is…and so on. Everything is old, of course, as that is the purpose of a museum. 
Including the furnishings in the men’s restroom. For a moment, I thought I had opened 

the restroom door into another exhibit. The toilet was easily as old as I. My hope was it operated 
better than my aging plumbing. It did not. But alongside the toilet was an old plumber’s helper. 
Hm, it did not fulfill its job description, so I left the exhibit and walked to the nearby ticket 
clerk’s station: 

Reporter, “Miss, the WWII commode in the men’s room is plugged-up. The plumber’s 
helper was no help. It didn’t work either. Just wanted to alert you.” 

Miss, “Yes, we have a lot of problems with that toilet. We’ll take care of it. Thanks.” 
I thought of offering a Clint Eastwood retort about perhaps replacing the very old toilet 

with less-older toilet, if nothing else as a PR gesture to customers. I let it go, thinking the men’s 
room décor was quite fitting to the theme of the museum. A new commode would seem out of 
place.  

So, on we journeyed into the many exhibits of this fanciful place: a large cabinet full of 
balance scales; several shelves of mouse traps; another large collection of door knobs and door 
locks; motor cycles; cars, a collage of typewriters; hundreds of guns; jeeps, pickups, thousands 
of posters and photographs---all of them old and worn-looking. Some examples are shown in 
Figure 3. 

Figure 2. The Miracle of America Museum. 

Figure 3. Two exhibits among many. 
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One of my favorite exhibits was an old soda 
fountain, as shown in Figure 4. It reminded me of 
my early childhood days where I was sometimes 
treated to a vanilla coke at the local drug store 
(pharmacy), which had a soda fountain much like 
the one in this picture.  

I could have spent hours looking at the many 
artifacts stored on the shelves of this exhibit. The 
same held true for scores, maybe hundreds of other 
exhibits in this museum.  

Behind the main museum buildings are several old structures that were moved from other 
locations. We walked around and through many of them. Most of the buildings also house an 
almost incomprehensible number of artifacts. Figure 5 depicts a gas station, a motel, a general 
store, and a saddle store. The right picture in the figure captures some displays (several of many) 
in the general store.  

The left picture also shows an old van, appropriately, with a flat tire. Like the men’s 
room toilet, it appears that anything in good working order is not eligible for inclusion in this 
exclusive, non-exclusive museum.  

To conclude this brief visit, take a look at the gas pump 
shown in Figure 6. No fancy screens advertising the gas station’s car 
wash. No selections of three grades of petrol. No options for diesel 
fuel. No credit card slots. Rust from the weather; no canopy to 
protect the customers or the gas pump from rain and snow. In those 
days, a gas pumper was a stalwart, independent, cash paying 
customer; unafraid to brave the elements to fill the car with gas that 
cost a few cents a gallon.  

Figure 4. The good old days.  

Figure 5. Old stores.  

Figure 6. What a gas!
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But this gas pump actually pumped gas, if only one-grade of the stuff. It was located at an 
antique-looking gas station a few blocks from the museum. I stopped at the station to ask for 
directions to our next stop of Great Falls.  

After giving me the directions, I mentioned to the gas station attendant that I had not seen 
a gas pump like his in many years. He laughed and said the station had been approached by 
several parties to upgrade its facilities. I asked him if the station owner had been contacted by the 
Miracle Museum of America for a donation. He laughed again, and said, “Don’t know, but I 
wouldn’t be surprised.” 

I replied, “Nor would I.” 
The Miracle Museum of America is not a Smithsonian, but I enjoyed it as much as I have 

enjoyed viewing those buildings’ impressive contents along Constitution Avenue in Washington, 
DC.  
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Traveling America (XIX) 
Report Three: Great Falls and the Charles Russell Museum 

As illustrated in Figure 1 of Report One, the next stop was Great Falls, Montana. The city 
was named for the presence of several waterfalls nearby on the Missouri River, as shown in 
Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Great Falls. (a) Today, (b) As seen by the Lewis and Clark explorers.2

The waterfalls are not of the grandeur of Niagara Falls, but as Figure 1(b) illustrates, they 
were a formidable obstacle to Lewis and Clark, who were faced with getting boats, provisions, 
their crew, and themselves past the falls so they could continue their journey west to the Pacific 
Ocean. Shortly, we will discuss how they made it past these obstacles.  

Figure 2 is a map of the city of Great Falls in relation to the Missouri River and the 
waterfalls. As this map shows, the area is a hiker and bicyclist’s delight. Scores of gravel, dirt, 
and paved trails are available (and well-marked) for free, courtesy of your tax dollars.  

2 Figure 1(b), courtesy of Jimcarsonstudio.com. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Map of the area.  
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I have had “Visit the Charles Russell Museum” on my bucket list for many years. At last, 
I could delete this item. As you can see from Figure 3, Charlie and Uyless hit it off even before I 
could pay homage to him in the museum. The location of the museum in the city of Great Falls is 
shown on the map in Figure 2 with a red circle.  

Russell is one of 
America’s most 
respected and admired 
painters and sculptors of 
the country’s western 
frontier. Aside from his 
immense natural talents, 
he was a seasoned 
cowboy, a trait that set 
him apart from the other 
western artists, such as 
George Catlin.

       Figure 3. Outside the museum. 

Notice the black and white insert in the right picture in Figure 3. It shows an early photo 
of Russell inside a tent working on a pencil sketching. Also, notice his statue in the picture. 
Notice the position of his hat on this head in both photos. I have placed these pictures into this 
report to make a confession about a bias I have harbored since early childhood. I could not have 
been much over seven years old when I saw my first cowboy movie. It showed a cowboy riding 
his racing horse while he pursued some bandits. His white hat was firmly attached to the back of 
his head while at the same time his neckerchief was billowing in the wind.  

Even to this child, the scene made no sense. I was certain the macho cowboy had his hat 
secured to this hair with some sissy, female bobby pins! No self-respecting cowboy would ever 
use a bobby pin.  

Later, the cowboy is seen having something to drink at the local saloon (probably milk, to 
maintain the cowboy all-American image). His hat is still propped on the back of his head. He 
gets into a fight with his fists flaying away at innumerable men wearing black hats. They all lose 
their hats, but the hero cowboy still has his hat intact…yep, on the back of his head. 

During these youthful times, I kept an eye on my dad, a genuine cowboy if there ever was 
one. Dad always wore a white Stetson hat and he never wore it on the back of his head. 

My prejudice against any male…any at all…wearing a hat, cap, beret, etc. that was not 
tightly fitted just above the eyebrows remained with me until I learned about Charles Russell, his 
real cowboy life, and yes, his habit of wearing a western hat on the back of his head; cocked to 
one side, another cowboy sin to me.  

There, I’ve admitted it. If Charles Russell could punch, brand, and castrate cattle, and 
with the same hands create art almost too beautiful to fathom, he could wear his Stetson hat 
anyway he wished…and his hat did not have to be a Stetson.  
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With that groundless prejudgment off my chest, let’s go inside the museum to take a look 
at this man and his artistic achievements.  

The interior of the museum is spacious and 
comfortable, as seen here. The exhibits vary from room-to-
room, with most rooms containing both paintings and 
sculptures. Several other artists have their work on display as 
well.  

 Figure 4 shows one of the exhibits that attest to Russell’s 
drover background. I came along later in our family’s lives, 
notably my father and brothers, and I never owned my own 
saddle. But oh, how I longed to have one of my own. In 
Russell’s time and the cattle ranching times of my family, a 
saddle was as personal to the drover as a racecar is to an 
Indianapolis 500 driver.   

Russell’s saddle was of very fine quality, and made by a highly regarded craftsman at that 
time, Frank A. Meanea, of Cheyenne, Wyoming. Russell paid $55.00 for the saddle and used it 
from 1887 to 1926. During the late 1880s and early 1890s, he worked herds most of his days 
while in Central Montana.  

The two photos in Figure 5 are examples of Russell’s talents. The sculpture is one of 
several that are on display at this museum. I have always liked his “action” sculptures. They 
remind me of Remington’s work, which I highly regard.  I was also pleased to come across this 
painting. I had often admired it from pictures in coffee table books and the Internet. It is one of 
my favorites of Russell’s art.  

Figure 4. Russell’s saddle. 

Figure 5. Favorites of this writer. 
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As mentioned, other artists’ works are on display here, as are some fascinating dioramas. 
One of the most realistic and enticing dioramas I have come across in any museum is shown in 
Figure 6. I am taken with the imagination and skill of the creators of dioramas. I have spent 
many hours in many museums admiring their creations.  

 One artist on display was a piece by the famous 
Fritz Scholder, as shown in Figure 7. I have been a keen 
admirer of this man’s works and his influence on 
American modern art…even though he is characterized 
as a post-modern artist, whatever that may mean.  
 Scholder was one a very few native American 
artists who sought to, as a critic said, “deconstruct the 
mythos of the American Indian.”  

The museum is made up with three 
buildings. Two buildings are located behind the 
main one, which has been highlighted thus far. 
One is the family home of Russell. The other is his 
studio, as shown in Figure 8. Prior to the building 
of the studio, Russell worked from his home. He 
enlarged the living room windows to provide better 
light. But the home was too small to support his 
works in progress and his supplies. 

Figure 9 shows one room in the two-room studio. The left photo was taken in 1903, 
shortly after the completion of the building and after Charlie had moved from the family home to 
the studio. I snapped the right photo in the figure. Holly is reading one of the user guides. The 
artifacts on the wall have been changed since 1903, but the studio itself is the same.  

Figure 6. Diorama of a buffalo hunt.  

Figure 7. Another venerated artist.  

Figure 8. Russell’s Studio.  
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Figure 10, left photo, is a picture taken of Russell in the studio and working on a painting. 
The right photo is the current set up of where Charlie was sitting in the left photo. The museum 
curator has been careful to preserve and accurately reflect, not only this sitting, but all the 
displays in the museum.  

Russell was not above advertising 
his work, although he enjoyed a 
successful career without having to do 
any self-promotion. Figure 11 shows him 
posing on his horse in 1909, his “cow 
pony.” This image was taken from a post 
card, which had been hand-painted.  

To wrap up this report, I copied two of Russell’s more famous paintings from the Internet 
(Figure 12). They were not on display at the museum, but I thought they were fine examples of 
Russell’s artistry. These renditions of the mid to late 1800’s western frontier may appear 
contrived. The painting depicted in the left photo is quite accurate. The painting shown in the 

Figure 9. Then and now.  

Figure 10. Then and now.  

Figure 11. An advertisement.  
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right photo may be a bit overdone, but not by much. In those days, western America was a rough 
and sometimes dangerous place to live.   

The final report of Traveling America (XIX) takes us back to the Missouri River and the 
Great Falls. Lewis and Clark are brought into the story with the help from an impressive 
museum. 

Figure 12. The wild west, as depicted by Charles Russell. 
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Traveling America (XIX) 
Report Four: Lewis and Clark: the Portage and the Interpretive Center 

Lewis and Clark traveled on the Missouri River for much of their westward journey to 
the Pacific Ocean, as well as the return. The men took different routes while going through 
Montana on the return trip. Once reason was to avoid the Great Falls. Figure 1 shows where they 
and their team, the Corps of Discovery, traversed in the epic 1804-1806 expedition.3

The Missouri River on which Lewis and Clark traveled over two centuries ago still 
follows the same meandering path today. Understandably, those 200 years witnessed the 
settlement and extensive development of the river and its banks. (Refer to Figure 1 of Report 
Three.) One development was the installation of dams to generate electrical power. Figure 2 
shows one of the dams that operate in the Great Falls part of the Missouri River  

3 Courtesy of Wikipedia.  

(b) 

Figure 1. The Lewis and Clark Expedition. 
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Meriwether Lewis wrote in his journal upon 
encountering the falls 13 June 1805: “…the grandest 
sight I ever beheld…whin my ears were saluted with the 
agreeable sound of a fall of water and advancing a little 
further; I saw the spray arise above the plain like a 
column of smoke . . . which soon began to make a 
roaring too tremendious (sic) to be mistaken for any 
cause short of the great falls of the Missouri…”4

The winters in the future northwest America were too severe for travel. Lewis and Clark 
were brave men, but they were not foolhardy. During the winter of 1804-1805, the Corps stayed-
over at Fort Mandran, shown in Figure 1. 

During their wintering at the fort, the Corps learned from Native Americans more (from 
almost nothing) about what might lie ahead. They gave Lewis and Clark valuable information 
about the territory, including landmarks such as the falls they were to encounter. When Lewis 
came upon the falls, he and Clark knew they has chosen the right route, including the right forks 
in the Missouri River. 

The Lewis and Clark National 
Historic Trail Interpretive Center 
(museum) is devoted to the experience of 
the Corps’ trek around the falls. (Shown in 
Figure 3.) The Center is administered by 
the USDA Forest Service, which manages 
many exhibition and interpretation sites 
around the nation.   

The Center offers a wide variety of exhibits, including paintings, sculptures, dioramas, 
and pieces taken from the Lewis and Clark crew. Among the exhibits are tools, weapons, 
clothing, and other artifacts of early frontier America. One part of an exhibition room is shown in 
Figure 4. The right side of the figure shows a replica of one form of “housing” the Native 
Americans used for shelter. In the middle of the figure is a sculpture of Lewis and Clark Corps 
members. On the left are examples of trunks, barrels, and tools (such as the axe).  

4 https://visitgreatfallsmontana.org/about-great-falls/the-falls/. 

Figure 2. Great Falls, be damed. 

Figure 3. A USDA jewel.  
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The exhibition relied on navigating the Missouri River for many miles. Hardy and easily-
navigable crafts, ones with ample storage space, were not a luxury, they were a vital 
requirement. To that end, Lewis had contracted with a Pittsburg boat maker in 1803 to build a 
custom-made keelboat. The boat could be propelled by sails, oars, poles, and towlines. Along 
with two smaller boats, called piroques, the boats could carry all the men and their provisions. 
The museum has a model of the keelboat used during the first part of the western voyage and the 
last part of the eastern voyage. It is shown in Figure 5(a). A replica of the boat, seen in Figure 
5(b), is located at the Lewis and Clark State Historic Site. 

Figure 4. Examples of exhibits.  

Figure 5. The keelboat. 
(a). Model at USDA museum 
(Great Falls, MT). 
(b). Replica at L&C State Historic 
Site (Hartford, IL). 

(a)

(b)
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During the winter at Fort Mandran, knowing the keelboat was too big for navigating 
smaller parts of the river they were traversing, the men carved out six dugouts from cottonwood 
trees. The museum provides a display of one of these dugouts, as depicted in Figure 6. These 
boats (and two piroques, small narrow canoes) were packed to the gunnels with supplies and 
provisions from the keelboat. Upon leaving Fort Mandran, the Corps would be entering largely 
unknown territory. 

To gain a sense of the magnitude of transporting over harsh, rugged terrain, consider the 
route the Corps took around the falls, shown in Figure 7. The effort is called a portage, a word 
describing the practice of carrying cargo (including water craft) over land around an obstacle, 
such as a river, a lake, or waterfalls.   

The expedition had no choice. They could not traverse the waterfalls, so they had to 
somehow transport their boats and supplies around the waterfalls. Before he saw the Great Falls, 
Lewis believed the portage would be less than a mile, but as he walked along the river, he 
discovered four more waterfalls and realized that the portage would be longer. …18 ¼ miles 
longer. Plus, the Corps had to make makeshift wagons of the dugouts by placing wheels on them.  

Figure 6. Cottonwood dugout.   

Figure 7. Route of the portage.  
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The museum describes the portage:  

As shown here (Figure 7), the route was 18 ¼ miles long, including ¾ mile 
upriver to the mouth of Portage Creek and 1 ½ miles up Portage Creek where the 
men pulled the six dugouts ashore to dry. 

The portaging lasted from June 22 to July 2, eleven exhausting days. It required 
several round trips by (makeshift) wagons and men, totaling approximately 130 
miles.  

As shown in this finely rendered model (Figure 8), the terrain was steep and uneven. The 
men were plagued with cactuses, high temperatures in the summer sun, violent thunder storms, 
hailstones the size of a golf ball; mosquitoes, gnats, bears, and rattle snakes. 

Mohandas Gandhi said, “Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from 
indomitable will.” An observation that surely reflected the character of the Corps of Discovery.  

It’s time to leave Traveling America (XIX), the wonderful Montana sights, and the 
vicarious joys we gain by learning more about our heritage from America’s parks and museums.  

See you later, in Traveling America (XX).   

Figure 8.  The portage. 


